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Finance 
“Beware of little expenses, a small leak will sink a great ship”  

- Benjamin Franklin 

 

Game Overview: 
In this game each farm is trying to match financial statements with 
finished Balance sheets, then Verify the statements by cooperatively 
rolling dice. The first farm to finish its allotted balance sheets win the 
game! 

Materials: 
4 - Decks Financial Statement cards (print A3 double sided) consisting of  

 24 – Financial Statement cards each (print A3 double sided) 

 

4 – Balance Sheets Split into (print A4 single sided) 

 4 – Page 1 (print A4 single sided) 

4 – Page 2 (print A4 single sided) 

 

Quick rules 
reference 

 

 

 

Overview:  

The first farm to balance 
their sheet wins! 
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Verification dice: 

16 – Orange ten sided dice 

16 – Green ten sided dice  

16 – Blue ten sided dice 

16 – Purple ten sided dice 
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Game Concepts: 
Balance Sheets 

Balance sheets are a great way to get an Overview of your income and 
expenses. In this game The Balance sheets are partially filled in but are 
missing some of the Financial statements needed to make it complete.  

Each Balance sheet has a Company name in the top left of the sheet. 
This is used for verification of the statements.  

Filling these gaps and verifying their correctness is the aim of the game 

 
Fig.  1 (1) these spaces are where you must put the correct Financial Statements. (2) these 
are where you place your verification dice to verify the statement. 
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Target Value Spaces 

These Spaces show you which Dice colors are needed and which basic 
mathematical operation that is to be performed to Verify that specific 
number. If it’s a number instead of a Dice color then it must be a die 
with that number, not a specific color.  

 
Fig.  2 these are some examples of how a verification space can look. To solve the spaces 
you need to put specific dice that adds up to the target value.  

On the (1) space the players takes a blue dice and subtratcts an orange dice from the blue 
dice to get the target value.  

On the (2) space a single orange dice must be the same as the target value.  

On the (3) Space the first dice must be a 2 but the color doesn’t matter add to that a green 
dice to reach the target value. 

 

Financial Statement Cards 

These are the Financial statements that needs to be slotted into the 
Balance sheets correctly. There are multiple cards with the same 
statement, but each card has a different value. This means that you not 
only have to find the correct statement but also the value that is correct 
to your specific balance sheet.   

On the back of the statement cards there is a green check mark if the 
card is correct. 

 
Fig.  3 (1) is the back of the card with the name of the farm and (3) possibly a check mark 
if the card is correct to the farm., (2) is the front of the card with the different financial 
statements names and values. 
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Verification Dice 

These dice are used to verify the financial statements after they are 
placed on the balance sheet.  

Each member of the farm will have their own set of Dice, each of which 
is required to complete the number sequence of the Financial statement 
cards. 
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Set up: 
First Divide the group into 2-4 Farms each farm should be made up of 
between 3 and 4 members (participants).  

1. Give each farm 1 complete set of 2 balance sheets from one 
company consisting of:  

• 1x Page 1 
• 1x Page 2 

 
2. Give each farm a complete deck of Financial statement Cards 

belonging to the same company as the Farm. Spread them out 
front side up within reach of all players of the farm. 

a. Make sure that the cards are not upside down as that 
may give away which card is the correct one. 

 
3. Depending on the number of people in each Farm give each 

player a set of dice: 

3 Players in a farm:  

• Give one player 4 red Dice 
• Give another Player 4 Green Dice 
• Give another Player 4 Blue Dice 
• Give each player 1 purple Dice 

4 Players in a farm:  

• Give one player 4 red Dice 
• Give another Player 4 Green Dice 
• Give another Player 4 Blue Dice 
• Give another player 4 purple Dice 

You are now ready to start playing 

 

Divide group into 2-4 
farms made up of 3-4 
members. 

 

Give each farm 1 set of 2 
balance sheets. 

 

Give each farm the deck 
of financial statements 
that belong to that 
company. 

 

 

 

Give each player a set of 
dice 
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How to play: 
The game is played in real time, meaning there is no turns. All teams 
race to be the first to fill in their sheets. One player may be rolling dice 
the try and fill the verification spaces. One player may be looking for 
new financial statements.  the goal of the game is to be the first Farm to 
finish all their Balance sheets.  

To finish a balance sheet you must find and verify the correct financial 
statements.  This is done in 3 steps: 

1. Identifying the correct financial statement type 
2. Finding the specific financial Statement with the correct value 
3. Verifying the Financial statement  

This can be done individually by team members or together. Whichever 
way you feel is faster and more effective.  

Identifying the correct financial statement 

Each financial statement has a corresponding Term associated with it 
(for example Agricultural sales, Salaries and wages, Rent etc.) Find all 
cards that correspond to the term you are searching for and put them 
together into a group. 

Finding the specific financial Statement with the correct value 

All the financial statements with the same term have different Values 
(for example 2457, 8765, 9234). You must correctly identify which of the 
statements fit into your specific balance sheet.  

To do this use the skills you have acquired during the class to calculate 
which option that is correct. 

When you think you have identified the correct Financial statement put 
that card into the Financial statement slot on the Balance sheet.  

  

 

The first farm to finish 
their balance sheets win 
the game. 

To finish a sheet, you 
need to verify the correct 
financial statement.  

 

 

 

 

First divide the financial 
statements into groups 

 

 

Identify the correct value 
to find the correct 
statement.  

Place the card you think 
is current on the financial 
statement slot. 
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Verifying the Financial statement  

Now you must verify the Financial statement. This is done by 
cooperatively filling out the target value spaces. Each target value 
space corresponds to a digit in the value of the Statement card.  

You may fill these spaces in any order at any time. if a mistake is made 
and the wrong financial statement was chosen you need to remove all 
dice (since they are not correct anymore)  

Once you have completed all the target value Spaces in the same row 
as the Financial statement you may flip the Financial statement card to 
verify that it is correct.  

If there is a green checkmark in the bottom right corner it is the correct 
card. 

If it doesn’t match then you must discard that card and try another 
Financial statement card, going through the entire process again. 
Including verification since the target numbers now have changed.  

 

Game End 

The game ends When one team has Identified, found and Verified all 
statements on their assigned balance sheets.  

The first Farm to do so are the winners and will accumulate great 
wealth because of their impeccable and effective book keeping! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Verify the statement by 
completing all the target 
value spaces in the row 
next to the Financial 
statement you want to 
verify. 

 

 

 

 

To complete a target 
value space, you need to 
reach the target value 
that is decided by the 
financial statement card. 

 

 

 

 

When you are done with 
the row you need to 
complete the 
verification. To do so flip 
the card over look for the 
check mark 

If they match that 
statement is verified.  

 

 

The game ends when one 
farm verifies their last 
statement.  

They are the winners.  
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Gameplay Example 

 

 

Fig.  4 In this example the players start by trying to find 
the correct closing inventory financial statement(1) so 
that they can place in the right slot (2). 

Fig.  5 They think that they have the correct statement so 
they move it to the (1) space. They then look to see what 
dice they need to verify the card (2).  

(2a) must become a 1 by subtracting a orange die from a 
blue die.  

(2b) must be Zero by placing a single Orange die  

(2c) must become 6 by placing a single green die  

(2d) must become a 5 by adding a purple and a blue die.  

(2e) must become 4 by placing any color dice showing a 2 
and a green die. 
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Fig.  6 the players start dividing up the tasks. Green 
immediately tries to find the next financial statement (3)  

Purple quickly rolls a 3 and adds it to (2d) and then joins 
green in the search for the next financial statement since 
they have no more dice to place.  

Blue and orange focus on adding dice adding them to (2a) 
and (2b) respectively.  

Fig.  8 Green thinks he’s found the correct statement (3) and 
adds is to the open slot (4). And moves onto adding dice to 
(2c) and (2e).  

Purple adds a die to (2e). but he’s not sure that green was 
correct so continues to calculate the statement.   

Blue meanwhile adds his die to (2d) and also has a lucky roll 
and quickly adds a die to (4)’s verification spaces.  

Orange also adds a dice to (2a) 

Fig.  7 with all (2) verifications correctly filled in they flip the 
card (1) to se if they were correct. Since it shows a green 
check mark it is correct.  

Meanwhile purple has discovered that green took the wrong 
statement (3) so he discards the statement(4) and adds the 
one he thinks is correct(4). Also discarding blue’s dice that 
was on the corresponding verification space since the target 
value has changed.  

Play continues like this until one farm has filled in both 
sheets.  


